
WORKFORCE GROWTH

Expanding Ohio ProStart  ,
H.O.P.E.S., Restaurant Ready,
youth working hours, and other
hospitality focused workforce
development opportunities
allowing Ohioans to gain skills
and confidence that will last a
lifetime.

Worked with Ohio’s local health inspectors to implement a
better and more streamlined process for the evaluation of
local sanitarians, reducing unnecessary burdens put on
inspectors and foodservice operators.

Continued expansion of our H.O.P.E.S. (Hospitality
Opportunities For People (Re)Entering Society) partnership
and increased utilization of Restaurant Ready (ready to work
training).

Successfully aligned Ohio’s regulations on heat treatment
dispensing freezers (e.g., soft-serve, wine slushies) with
manufacturers’ suggested maintenance timeline(s).

GOVERNMENT
AFFAIRS
SNAPSHOT

We will fight legal,
bureaucratic and
administrative
overreach that pits the
hospitality workforce
against the success of
hospitality job creators,
reducing opportunities
for all.
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We are continuously
seeking consistency
amongst local
municipalities in
pursuing a pro-
employer business
environment and
mitigating unnecessary
threats to employers
and job creators.

03
As restaurants are
built, renovated,
permitted, licensed and
opened – we will seek
a backstop to fight
bureaucratic processes
that can delay
openings, hurting both
the operation and the
communities being
served. 
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We are  prepared to
lead the fight against a
ballot initiative change
to Ohio’s Constitution
that would set Ohio’s
wage levels beyond a
market-based scale
and eliminate the
tipped wage. 

04

TAX PROPOSALS

Successfully fought multiple
proposed tax increases at the
federal level which included a
proposal to add a new 3.8%
tax on all “pass-through”
businesses.

SPORTS GAMING

Championed a rollout of legal
sports gaming in Ohio that
gives restaurants and bars
more robust opportunities than
any other state in the nation.

EXPANDED PATIOS

Successfully advocated to
extend the Expanded Liquor
Permit Premises definition
which allows expanded patios.

2022 SELECT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

2023 PRIORITIES

ALCOHOL FLEXIBILITY

Additional alcohol sales
flexibility including making the
Expanded Liquor Permit
Premises definition (Expanded
Patios) provisions permanent.

PRO BUSINESS BUDGET

During the coming biennial
state budget process, we will
advocate to maintain and
expand Ohio’s pro-business,
pro-growth, pro-entrepreneur
regulatory, tax and budget
environment.
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